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Abstract. The accurate representation of ice particles is es-
sential for both remotely sensed estimates of clouds and
precipitation and numerical models of the atmosphere. As
it is typical in radar retrievals to assume that all snow is
composed of aggregate snowflakes, both denser rimed snow
and the mixed-phase cloud in which riming occurs may
be under-diagnosed in retrievals and therefore difficult to
evaluate in weather and climate models. Recent experimen-
tal and numerical studies have yielded methods for using
triple-frequency radar measurements to interrogate the inter-
nal structure of aggregate snowflakes and to distinguish more
dense and homogeneous rimed particles from aggregates.

In this study we investigate which parameters of the mor-
phology and size distribution of ice particles most affect the
triple-frequency radar signature and must therefore be ac-
counted for in order to carry out triple-frequency radar re-
trievals of snow. A range of ice particle morphologies are rep-
resented, using a fractal representation for the internal struc-
ture of aggregate snowflakes and homogeneous spheroids
to represent graupel-like particles; the mass–size and area–
size relations are modulated by a density factor. We find
that the particle size distribution (PSD) shape parameter and
the parameters controlling the internal structure of aggre-
gate snowflakes both have significant influences on triple-
frequency radar signature and are at least as important as that
of the density factor. We explore how these parameters may
be allowed to vary in order to prevent triple-frequency radar

retrievals of snow from being over-constrained, using two
case studies from the Biogenic Aerosols – Effects of Clouds
and Climate (BAECC) 2014 field campaign at Hyytiälä, Fin-
land. In a case including heavily rimed snow followed by
large aggregate snowflakes, we show that triple-frequency
radar measurements provide a strong constraint on the PSD
shape parameter, which can be estimated from an ensemble
of retrievals; however, resolving variations in the PSD shape
parameter has a limited impact on estimates of snowfall rate
from radar. Particle density is more effectively constrained
by the Doppler velocity than triple-frequency radar measure-
ments, due to the strong dependence of particle fall speed
on density. Due to the characteristic signatures of aggregate
snowflakes, a third radar frequency is essential for effectively
constraining the size of large aggregates. In a case featuring
rime splintering, differences in the internal structures of ag-
gregate snowflakes are revealed in the triple-frequency radar
measurements. We compare retrievals assuming different ag-
gregate snowflake models against in situ measurements at
the surface and show significant uncertainties in radar re-
trievals of snow rate due to changes in the internal structure
of aggregates. The importance of the PSD shape parameter
and snowflake internal structure to triple-frequency radar re-
trievals of snow highlights that the processes by which ice
particles interact may need to be better understood and pa-
rameterized before triple-frequency radar measurements can
be used to constrain retrievals of ice particle morphology.
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1 Introduction

Remotely sensed estimates of ice clouds and snow from
space-borne radars inform our understanding of key compo-
nents of the global water and energy cycles. Both retrieval
algorithms and numerical weather and climate models rely
on a representation of the ice particle size distribution (PSD)
and morphology, which are functions of the microphysical
processes by which ice particles form, interact and grow. The
processes of deposition, aggregation and riming may all con-
tribute to the formation of a snowflake, and this growth his-
tory is encoded in the morphology of an ice particle. As rim-
ing requires the interaction of precipitating ice with super-
cooled liquid droplets in mixed-phase cloud layers, which are
difficult to diagnose, it has long been assumed that the ma-
jority of snow falls as unrimed aggregate snowflakes (Lan-
gleben, 1954). However, recent global, active remote-sensing
suggests that mixed-phase clouds are frequently associated
with snow, especially over the ocean (Battaglia and Delanoë,
2013). Nevertheless, it has been typical to assume a fixed
representation of the morphology and size distribution of ice
particles, usually derived from measurements of unrimed ag-
gregates (e.g. Delanoë and Hogan, 2008; Hogan et al., 2012).
This means that many radar retrievals of snow do not repre-
sent particles that have grown by riming, a process which can
contribute a significant fraction of the mass of snow (Mosi-
mann, 1995; Grazioli et al., 2015; Tiira et al., 2016; Moisseev
et al., 2017; von Lerber et al., 2017).

Radar retrievals that allow variation in the morphology
of ice particles are therefore of significant interest, and the
development of novel retrieval methods has been facilitated
by measurement campaigns combining multiple-frequency
radars and other remote-sensing instruments with in situ
measurements of snow particle properties (e.g. Szyrmer and
Zawadzki, 2014a; Petäjä et al., 2016). Doppler velocity mea-
surements of snow have been used to constrain variations
in particle density by which riming, and the mixed-phase
cloud in which it occurs, can be diagnosed (Mosimann, 1995;
Szyrmer and Zawadzki, 2014a, b; Mason et al., 2018). Varia-
tions in the density of ice particles are also related to changes
in their shape and structure – whether due to aggregation,
riming or a combination of processes – which are reflected in
their radar backscatter cross sections (Leinonen and Szyrmer,
2015). Mason et al. (2018) formulated a single parameter
modulating the density, shape and structure of ice particles,
which was retrieved in single- and dual-frequency Doppler
radar retrievals and was chiefly constrained by the mean
Doppler velocity. This representation was based on a large
database of ice particle mass–size and area–size relations and
insights from remotely sensed and in situ measurements of
snow events (Kneifel et al., 2015), but how the parameters
controlling the size distribution and morphology of snow par-
ticles relate to one another and their radar scattering charac-
teristics is not yet fully understood.

The relation between ice particle morphology and triple-
frequency radar measurements emerges from a comparison
of models for the radar backscatter cross sections of ice
particles (Kneifel et al., 2011). The triple-frequency radar
“signature” consists of radar measurements at three fre-
quencies spanning the millimetre wavelength range, from
which two dual-wavelength ratios (DWRs) reveal informa-
tion about non-Rayleigh scattering from larger snowflakes.
Typically radars at 95, 35 and a third frequency between 3
and 15 GHz are used (e.g. Kneifel et al., 2015; Leinonen and
Szyrmer, 2015; Barrett et al., 2019). The triple-frequency
radar signature has provided a succinct means of evaluat-
ing the applicability of spheroidal particles as models for
fractal aggregate snowflakes (Leinonen et al., 2012), re-
vealing the fractal dimension of observed aggregates (Stein
et al., 2015) and exploring their microphysical structure
(Leinonen and Moisseev, 2015). Triple-frequency radar ob-
servations of rimed snow, combining ground-based radar and
in situ measurements (Kneifel et al., 2015) showed the ap-
parent influence of increasing particle density on the triple-
frequency radar signature, while a modelling study of the
combined effects of growth by aggregation and riming re-
lated triple-frequency measurements to microphysical pro-
cesses (Leinonen and Szyrmer, 2015). Combining triple-
frequency and Doppler velocity information, Kneifel et al.
(2016) used triple-frequency Doppler spectra to identify the
spectral signatures of rimed and unrimed snow. The insights
provided by triple-frequency radar techniques have con-
tributed to the development of expanded scattering databases
for representing and evaluating a wide range of ice particles
(Kneifel et al., 2018).

The strong numerical and observational evidence that
the triple-frequency radar signature reflects the density and
structure of snow particles suggests the potential for re-
trievals in which some morphological parameters are con-
strained by triple-frequency radar measurements. Triple-
frequency radar retrievals have been demonstrated in which
the structure and density of ice particles are allowed to
vary but where the PSD shape parameter is assumed con-
stant (Leinonen et al., 2018b; Tridon et al., 2019); how-
ever, it is not yet clear which properties of ice particle are
best constrained by the triple-frequency radar measurements.
Leinonen et al. (2018b) found that a triple-frequency radar
retrieval of the mass–size relation of ice particles did not
differ significantly from that of a dual-frequency retrieval,
suggesting that the problem is over-constrained. It has been
shown that the higher-order moments of the Doppler spec-
tra from multiple-frequency radars can be used to reduce the
uncertainty of retrievals of ice clouds (Maahn and Löhnert,
2017); however, triple-frequency radar signatures are most
distinct for the largest precipitating particles. To our knowl-
edge a retrieval assimilating both triple-frequency radar re-
flectivity factors and mean Doppler velocity to estimate the
properties of snow has not yet been described. This approach
should have the advantage of constraining particle density
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with Doppler velocity (as in Mason et al., 2018) while us-
ing triple-frequency radar signatures to constrain some ad-
ditional parameters affecting the microphysical properties or
size distribution of precipitating ice particles.

In this study we explore the potential for a triple-frequency
Doppler radar retrieval using the optimal estimation frame-
work Cloud Aerosol and Precipitation from mulTiple Instru-
ments using a VAriational TEchnique (CAPTIVATE; Mason
et al., 2018). In Sect. 2 we briefly describe the key compo-
nents of the radar forward model and the remotely sensed
and in situ data used to perform and evaluate the retrieval.
In Sect. 3 we explore how parameters controlling the PSD
and particle properties affect the forward-modelled triple-
frequency radar signatures of aggregate snowflakes and
graupel-like particles. We then apply these insights to triple-
frequency radar measurements from the Biogenic Aerosols
– Effects of Clouds and Climate (BAECC) field campaign
in Hyytiälä, Finland in 2014 (Petäjä et al., 2016). In Sect. 4
we use our particle models to represent the triple-frequency
radar signatures of rimed and unrimed snow regimes based
on their structure, density and PSD shape parameter. We
demonstrate a triple-frequency Doppler radar retrieval of the
PSD shape parameter and particle morphology and evaluate
remotely sensed estimates against in situ measurements at the
surface. In Sect. 5 we consider the triple-frequency radar sig-
natures from a case study featuring secondary ice production
due to rime splintering, with a focus on the presence of large
aggregates with distinct triple-frequency radar signatures. Fi-
nally, we summarize our findings in Sect. 6.

2 Methods and data

We first describe the state and observation variables in the re-
trieval framework (Sect. 2.1), then outline the radar measure-
ments assimilated into the retrieval and in situ measurements
against which the retrieval is evaluated (Sect. 2.2).

2.1 Radar forward model and retrieval algorithm

We use the optimal estimation retrieval algorithm Cloud
Aerosol and Precipitation from Multiple Instruments using
a Variational Technique (CAPTIVATE) described by Ma-
son et al. (2018). This framework has been developed for
retrievals with the Doppler cloud profiling radar onboard
EarthCARE (Illingworth et al., 2015) but is configurable for
multiple radar instruments in ground-based and airborne, as
well as space-borne, applications. Here we describe the ma-
jor components of the CAPTIVATE radar forward model per-
tinent to ice and snow.

The ice PSD is given by

N(D)=NwF (D/D0,µ), (1)

where N is the number of particles of maximum dimension
D, Nw is the normalized number concentration and F is the

normalized gamma distribution (Testud et al., 2001; Illing-
worth and Blackman, 2002; Delanoë et al., 2005), which
is a function of the median volume diameter (D0) and the
shape parameter of the PSD (µ). Modified “universal” PSDs
formulated to address the need for non-exponential distribu-
tions in ice clouds (Delanoë et al., 2005; Field et al., 2005,
2007) are also implemented in CAPTIVATE (Mason et al.,
2018), but in this study gamma PSDs are used in order to
explore the effects of accounting for PSDs broader (µ < 0)
and narrower (µ > 0) than the exponential. While the major-
ity of triple-frequency radar studies assume an exponential
PSD (i.e. µ= 0), in situ measurements of snow at Hyytiälä
suggest gamma PSD shape parameters vary in the range
−2< µ< 5 (Fig. 15 in Tiira et al., 2016).

The morphology of ice particles is represented by pa-
rameters controlling their microphysical structure, density
and shape. Approximations of the microphysical structure
of ice particles are used to calculate the radar backscat-
ter cross section (σ ) of each particle. We use two methods
to represent the range of particle structures from aggregate
snowflakes to graupel. The scattering cross section of low-
density particles, such as aggregates, can be represented us-
ing the Rayleigh–Gans approximation, wherein the interac-
tions between dipoles within the particle are neglected and
the electric field experienced by each dipole is equal to the
incident field. In the self-similar Rayleigh–Gans approxima-
tion (SSRGA; Hogan and Westbrook, 2014; Hogan et al.,
2017) the radar backscatter cross section of a low-density
particle deviates from Rayleigh scattering according to

φSSRGA(kD)=
π2

4

(
cos2(kD)A(kD,κ)+ sin2(kD)

n∑
j=1

B(j,ζ,β,γ )

)
, (2)

where k = 2π/λ is the wavenumber at radar wavelength λ
and D the maximum dimension of the particle. The effect of
the average particle geometry A is a function of the kurtosis
κ of the distribution of mass about the centre of the parti-
cle. The effect of the internal structure is given by the inte-
gral over a power spectrum representing random fluctuations
about the average particle geometry,

B = βζj (2j)−γ
[

1

(2kD+ 2πj)2
+

1

(2kD− 2πj)2

]
, (3)

where j is the index of the wavenumber. The power law pref-
actor β represents the amplitude of fluctuations about the av-
erage particle geometry, while the exponent γ controls the
relative importance of fluctuations at small scales. The scal-
ing factor ζj was introduced in Hogan et al. (2017) to reduce
the amplitude of the internal structure at the largest scale (i.e.
ζ1 ≤ 1, then ζj = 1 for j > 1).

A fit to aggregates of bullet rosettes from the aggregation
model of Westbrook et al. (2004) was derived by Hogan et al.
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(2017). Based on the observation that aggregates of most
monomers (e.g. dendrites, plates and columns) had similar
statistics, this model has been applied to CAPTIVATE re-
trievals of aggregate snowfall (e.g. Mason et al., 2018); how-
ever, in Sect. 3 we will also consider the effect of variations
in snowflake structure on the triple-frequency radar signa-
ture. As the Rayleigh–Gans approximation applies to low-
density particles in which the interactions between dipoles
can be neglected, denser heavily rimed aggregates and grau-
pel particles are represented using the T-matrix approxima-
tion of “soft spheroids” composed of homogeneous mixtures
of ice and air (e.g. Hogan et al., 2012). This provides a
good approximation of graupel but is known to underesti-
mate the backscatter from aggregate snowflakes (Leinonen
and Szyrmer, 2015).

The density factor r varies both the prefactor and exponent
of the ice particle mass–size relation

m(D)= aDb, (4)

between that of the “aggregates of unrimed bullets, columns
and side-planes” of Brown and Francis (1995) at r = 0 and
that of spheroids of solid ice at r = 1. Mason et al. (2018)
showed that this parameter allowed for simplified representa-
tion of a broad range of measured mass–size relations for par-
ticles along a continuum from unrimed aggregates to rimed
snow, graupel and hail. Finally, the volumetric shape of all
particles is defined by the axial ratio (AR) of horizontally
aligned oblate spheroids.

We note that in nature the structure, density and shape
of snow particles are not independent. As discussed in Ma-
son et al. (2018), the fractal or homogeneous distribution
of mass through the volume of a particle is closely related
to its density: the fractal structure of aggregate snowflakes
is characterized by a mass–size relation with an exponent
close to b = 2, while more homogeneous graupel and hail
particles have mass–size relations with b approaching 3. The
riming process by which aggregates accrete mass to become
more graupel-like is also known to change the particle shape,
with axial ratios increasing from more oblate snowflakes
(AR≈ 0.6) to rounder graupel particles (AR> 0.8) (Li et al.,
2018).

2.1.1 State vector

As described in Mason et al. (2018), CAPTIVATE has been
developed for radar–lidar–radiometer synergy from the up-
coming EarthCARE satellite, and the retrieval of ice and
snow follows the work of Delanoë and Hogan (2008) for
radar–lidar synergy. The state vector for a vertical profile is
as follows:

x=

 lnαv
lnN ′0
r ′

 , (5)

where the state variables, the visible extinction coefficient αv
in the geometric optics approximation and the primed num-

ber concentration N ′0 are chosen so that prior estimates can
be made as a function of atmospheric temperature (see Fig. 3
of Delanoë and Hogan, 2008). Retrieving both of these terms
provides sufficient degrees of freedom to derive two param-
eters of the PSD, the median volume diameter and normal-
ized number concentration; these more physically meaning-
ful values, rather than the state variables, are reported in this
study. The natural logarithms of most parameters are used
to avoid non-physical negative values and to improve con-
vergence. The final state variable is the density index r ′, a
function of the density factor, such that r ′ is defined at all
real values (Mason et al., 2018). To reduce the effect of mea-
surement noise on the retrieval, the retrieved state variables
through the vertical profile are represented as the basis func-
tions of a cubic spline (Hogan, 2007). The PSD shape param-
eter, axial ratio and chosen radar backscatter approximation
are configurable at runtime but are assumed constant within
each retrieval.

2.1.2 Measurement vector

The radar reflectivity factor at frequency f is given (in linear
units) by

Zf =
λ4
f

π5|Kw|2

∞∫
0

σf (D)N(D)dD, (6)

where λf is the radar wavelength, Kw is the dielectric fac-
tor of water at centimetre wavelengths and σf (D) is the
backscatter cross section for a particle of maximum dimen-
sion D at the radar frequency. The dual-wavelength ratio
(DWR) between frequencies f1 and f2 is then DWRf1−f2 =

Zf1/Zf2 . Both radar reflectivity and DWR are reported in
decibels unless otherwise stated. While DWR quantities are
reported here, the radar reflectivity factors at each frequency
are used in the measurement vector.

Mean Doppler velocity is given by

Vf =

∫
∞

0 v(D)σf (D)N(D)dD∫
∞

0 σf (D)N(D)dD
, (7)

where the terminal velocity of an ice particle v(D) assumes
negligible vertical air motion and positive values of mean
Doppler velocity are toward the surface.

The measurement vector for n radar frequencies is there-
fore given by

y=



Zf1
...

Zfn
Vf1
...

Vfn


. (8)
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In this paper we perform retrievals using two or three radar
frequencies and use mean Doppler velocity at one radar fre-
quency.

2.2 Radar and in situ measurements

Atmospheric Radiation Measurement second mobile facility
(AMF2) Doppler radars at 10, 35 and 95 GHz were deployed
at Hyytiälä, Finland during the BAECC 2014 field campaign
(Petäjä et al., 2016). Radar measurements used here are at
∼ 2 s temporal and ∼ 30 m vertical resolution, and radar re-
flectivity factors have been corrected for gaseous and liquid
attenuation. The specifications of the AMF2 radars and their
colocation, calibration and attenuation correction for triple-
frequency radar measurements during BAECC 2014 are de-
scribed in Kneifel et al. (2015). Due to a mispointing of the
95 GHz radar during BAECC, the mean Doppler velocity for
that radar is not used in this study.

In situ measurements of snow at the surface are provided
by the Particle Imaging Package (PIP) video disdrometer
(Newman et al., 2009). While the temporal resolution of PIP
measurements is 1 min, estimates of parameters of the PSD
and particle properties are made over 5 min intervals in order
to increase the statistical sampling during BAECC, while still
resolving changes in the properties of snowfall at the surface,
as described in von Lerber et al. (2017) (see also Moisseev
et al., 2017; Tiira et al., 2016). The method of moments is
used to estimate the parameters of the gamma distribution
from the measured PSD (Moisseev and Chandrasekar, 2007).

Due in part to the scanning strategy of the 35 and 10 GHz
radars during BAECC, zenith-pointing measurements from
all three radars coincident with sufficient snowfall measured
by PIP at the surface were rare during the observation period.
The case studies consists of approximately 25 min of zenith-
pointing triple-frequency Doppler radar data between 22:53
and 23:18 UTC on 21 February 2014 (Sect. 4) and 1 h be-
tween 00:00 and 01:00 UTC on 16 February 2014 (Sect. 5).
Radar measurements are complemented by contemporary ra-
diosonde profiles and numerical weather prediction analyses,
which provide thermodynamic information for the retrieval.

3 Parameters affecting the triple-frequency radar
signature

In this section we explore the effects of ice particle morphol-
ogy and size distribution on the triple-frequency radar signa-
ture. As described in Sect. 2.1, the representation of ice par-
ticles can be controlled by parameters for their microphysi-
cal structure, density and shape. Two approximations of the
radar backscatter cross section are used to represent the range
of particle structures: low-density aggregate snowflakes are
represented as fractal particles, the complex internal of struc-
tures of which are controlled by the coefficients of a power
law; while dense graupel-like particles are modelled as ho-

Figure 1. Forward-modelled triple-frequency radar signatures for
fractal particles represented by the SSRGA, with a range of values
of (a) the power law prefactor β, where the exponent is constant
(γ = 2.0), and (b) the power law exponent γ , where the prefactor
is constant (β = 0.55). The other SSRGA parameters used are for
the aggregates of bullet rosettes of Hogan et al. (2017), given in Ta-
ble 1. Lateral lines denote increments of median volume diameter,
labelled in millimetres. All particles are assumed to have an expo-
nential PSD (µ= 0), a density factor of r = 0 and a particle axial
ratio of AR = 0.6.

mogeneous spheroids. For both fractal and homogeneous
particles, the density factor and the axial ratio control the
mass–size relation and the shape of the volume enclosing
the particle. The final parameter is the PSD shape parameter,
which is independent of particle morphology but affects the
relative weighting given to particles across the size spectrum.
Most studies of triple-frequency radar signatures of ice par-
ticles have assumed exponential PSDs (Kneifel et al., 2011,
2015; Leinonen et al., 2011; Leinonen and Moisseev, 2015;
Leinonen and Szyrmer, 2015).

We first consider the effect of variations in the internal
structure of aggregates as represented in the SSRGA. In
Fig. 1 we show the sensitivity of the triple-frequency sig-
nature to the coefficients of the power spectrum representing
the fluctuations about the average particle. Dual-wavelength
ratios are enhanced by strong peaks in backscatter ratios
at particle sizes where the radar backscatter is affected by
constructive or destructive interference at one of the wave-
lengths (illustrated later in Fig. 4a). These spectral features
are strongest in the radar backscatter cross sections of soft
spheroids (Fig. 9c of Hogan et al., 2017). The SSRGA su-
perimposes random smaller-scale structures onto the aver-
age particle structure, introducing random interference that
smooths the resonant features over the spectrum and reduces
the maximum dual-wavelength ratios. The dual-wavelength
ratios are reduced by either increasing the amplitude of the
fluctuations (increasing the prefactor β) or by increasing the
significance of structure at small scales (decreasing the ex-
ponent γ ). Reducing the power law exponent to represent
aggregates with a greater degree of structure at small scales
also results in a more pronounced hook feature. Conversely,
a power law exponent of γ = 4 is associated with the ho-
mogeneous distribution of mass at or below the scale of
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Figure 2. Triple-frequency radar signatures for SSRGA represen-
tations of four aggregates of different monomers (Table 1) and a
representation of homogeneous particles (β = 4).

monomers in aggregates (Hogan and Westbrook, 2014); the
triple-frequency radar signatures at this limit, or where the
amplitude of the fluctuations β approaches zero, come to re-
semble those of homogeneous spheroids with no hook fea-
ture (Fig. 2).

To identify the variability in these parameters for a range
of aggregate snowflakes, we fit SSRGA parameters to sim-
ulated aggregates comprised of a range of monomer types
and size distributions. The various aggregates were gener-
ated using the aggregation code presented in Leinonen and
Moisseev (2015), which assumes an inverse exponential dis-
tribution of monomer sizes from which the monomers are
sampled. In total more than 30 000 aggregates of dendrite,
plate, needle and column monomers were generated covering
maximum sizes up to 2 cm. For this, the characteristic size
of the monomer distribution was varied from 0.2 to 1.0 mm,
with minimum monomer size of 0.1 mm and maximum size
of 3 mm. Each aggregate consisted of up to 1000 monomers.
SSRGA fits to aggregates of the range of monomers (Table 1)
have similar characteristic triple-frequency radar signatures
(Fig. 2). The notable exception is aggregates of needles,
for which the triple-frequency radar signature tends toward
lower values of DWR35–95, and the SSRGA power law expo-
nent is lower, around γ = 5/3 rather than γ ≈ 2. The power
law prefactor for aggregates of needles denotes a relatively
high degree of structure, with β ≈ 0.76. These results are
consistent with Leinonen and Moisseev (2015, their Fig. 3e),
who used the discrete dipole approximation to generate the
triple-frequency radar signatures of a range of modelled ag-
gregate particles and found that aggregates of large needles
had characteristically lower values of DWR35–95 compared
with aggregates of other monomers. To encompass this range
of triple-frequency radar signatures for aggregates, we em-
ploy SSRGA fits to two genres of fractal particles: aggregates
of bullet rosettes to represent most snowflakes (Hogan et al.,
2017) and aggregates of needles.

Table 1. SSRGA parameters fit to simulated aggregates of a range
of monomers.

Monomer κ β γ ζ1

Bullet rosettes 0.09 0.55 2.0 0.28
(Hogan et al., 2017)
Plates 0.18 0.8 2.1 0.10
Dendrites 0.20 0.6 1.8 0.13
Columns 0.22 1.96 2.15 0.09
Needles 0.25 0.76 1.66 0.10

Next we compare the triple-frequency radar signatures
for aggregates of needles (Fig. 3a–c), aggregates of bullet
rosettes (Fig. 3d–f) and homogeneous spheroids (Fig. 3g–
i) for a range of values of the PSD shape parameter, den-
sity factor and axial ratio. Qualitatively, we note that the
dual-wavelength ratios achieved by varying these parameters
cover a similar range to the statistics of triple-frequency radar
measurements (Dias Neto et al., 2019). The triple-frequency
radar signatures for the fractal particles exhibit maxima in
DWR35–95 between 8 and 12 dB for aggregates of bullet
rosettes and lower values around 7 to 8 dB for the aggregates
of needles. After reaching their maxima at median volume
diameters around 5 to 7 mm, the triple-frequency radar sig-
natures double back such that most curves are non-unique in
DWR35–95, while DWR10-35 continues to increase with me-
dian particle size. This hook feature in the triple-frequency
radar signature is characteristic of aggregates in theoretical
and observational studies (e.g. Kneifel et al., 2015), and the
concavity of the hook feature increases with both PSD shape
parameter for fractal particles (Fig. 3a and d) and density
factor (Fig. 3b and e). This saturation of DWR35–95 for ag-
gregates is expected to pose a challenge for dual-frequency
retrievals with 35 and 95 GHz radars, such that it will be dif-
ficult to differentiate moderately sized from very large ag-
gregates. This effect would not be aided by the assimilation
of mean Doppler velocity because the terminal fall speed of
the largest unrimed aggregates also saturates (e.g. Mitchell
and Heymsfield, 2005). The triple-frequency radar signature
is relatively insensitive to the axial ratio of the spheroidal
particles (Fig. 3c and f). The triple-frequency radar signa-
tures differ with particle density and PSD shape parameter
between median volume diameters of 2 and 8 mm but con-
verge outside this range. Increasing the PSD shape parame-
ter results in greater maximum values of DWR35–95. While
an exponential PSD reaches a maximum of around 9 dB at
a median volume diameter around 7 mm, narrower PSDs
reach DWR35–95 of up to 12 dB at median volume diameters
around 5 mm. A smaller range of triple-frequency signatures
is attributable to changes in the density factor: low-density
aggregates of bullet rosettes exhibit a maximum DWR35–95
of around 9 dB at 7 mm median volume diameter and in-
crease to around 11 dB for denser particles with r > 0.4; the
maximum DWR35–95 of aggregates of needles increase from
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Figure 3. Simulated triple-frequency radar signatures for distributions of aggregates of needles (a–c) and aggregates of bullet rosettes (d–f),
represented using SSRGA, and homogeneous spheroids (g–i). Black lines illustrate radar signatures for a spectrum of PSDs with median
volume diameters (values indicated in panels a and d) for different values of (a, d, g) PSD shape parameter, (b, e, h) density factor and (c, f,
i) axial ratio. Lateral lines denote increments of median volume diameter in millimetres.

around 7 to 8 dB. We note that the SSRGA snowflake model
is suited to low-density aggregate particles; at higher den-
sity factors the Rayleigh–Gans approximation is no longer
valid due to the interaction between dipoles within the parti-
cle. The applicability of SSRGA to dense rimed particles is
assessed in Leinonen et al. (2018a).

The flat signatures of homogeneous spheroids reach
greater values of DWR35–95 than the fractal particles, even at

relatively small median volume diameters of 3 to 4 mm. The
triple-frequency radar signature for homogeneous spheroids
resembles that shown in Fig. 1 for aggregate particles with ei-
ther a power law amplitude of β = 0 or a power law exponent
of γ = 4. This similarity is maintained up to density factors
around r = 0.5, where the interaction between dipoles in the
homogeneous particles becomes non-negligible. Both PSD
shape parameter and density factor affect a shift of the signa-
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ture to the lower-right of the diagram and, unlike fractal par-
ticles, the signatures of homogeneous spheroids do not con-
verge at large median volume diameters. Increasing the den-
sity factor of homogeneous spheroids increases DWR35–95;
however, the hook feature only becomes evident for high
density factors at large median volume diameters. Notably,
at very high density factors DWR10–35 ≈ 0 dB is maintained
for values of DWR35–95 up to around 10 dB: this character-
istic signature of very dense graupel is not observed for very
high PSD shape parameters.

Regardless of particle structure, the axial ratio (AR) of
the particles has a relatively minor influence on the triple-
frequency signature. We therefore maintain the assumption
of AR= 0.6 for all particles in this study, but note that uncer-
tainty in this value contributes to uncertainties in the retrieval
in other respects. For example, Mason et al. (2018) found that
assuming AR= 0.8 leads to a roughly 20% increase in re-
trieved ice water content when compared to AR= 0.6. In situ
measurements show that heavily rimed and graupel particles
tend to have higher axial ratios (e.g. Garrett et al., 2015; Li
et al., 2018), so including this effect in future retrievals may
help to constrain uncertainties in estimates of dense rimed
snow.

While no one particle morphology can represent the
wide range of measured triple-frequency radar signatures
(Dias Neto et al., 2019), there is also significant ambiguity
between the radar signatures of small particles of all types,
especially for median volume diameters less than around
3 mm. This makes the application of triple-frequency radar
retrievals especially relevant to snow, rather than cloud ice.
In an attempt to encompass the continuum of particle types –
acknowledging that the structure and density of ice particles
are interrelated – Mason et al. (2018) formulated a hybrid
representation that transitions from fractal particles at low
density factors (r < 0.2), representing unrimed and lightly
rimed aggregates, to homogeneous spheroids at high densi-
ties (r > 0.5), representing graupel-like particles. Intermedi-
ate moderately rimed aggregates in the range 0.2< r < 0.5
(“hybrid particles” in Fig. 4a) are represented by an exter-
nal mixture of the backscatter cross sections of the fractal
and homogeneous models. More detailed parameterizations
of this continuum may be achieved using the representa-
tion of a range of aggregates with different degrees of rim-
ing (Leinonen and Szyrmer, 2015; Leinonen et al., 2018a)
or fractal structures (Leinonen and Moisseev, 2015; Hogan
et al., 2017) and should be the subject of further work.

We have shown that, based on simulated radar backscat-
ter cross sections, the PSD shape parameter has a greater
influence on the simulated triple-frequency radar signature
than the well-known effect of particle density. This result
holds for the aggregate snowflakes modelled as fractal parti-
cles and for graupel-like particles modelled as homogeneous
spheroids. The effect of the PSD shape parameter is indepen-
dent of the particle morphology but results from changing the
relative weighting of different parts of the particle size spec-

Figure 4. (a) Normalized dual-backscatter ratios (DBRs) at 10–
35 and 35–95 GHz bands for fractal particles (aggregates of bullet
rosettes) and homogeneous spheroids on the same size spectrum
as (b) the volume-weighted PSD (V-PSD) measured in situ dur-
ing the 21 February case study (Sect. 4) and gamma PSDs fit to
the same regimes, and an exponential PSD (µ= 0). The backscat-
ter cross section ratios of the hybrid particles in (a) illustrate the
transition between aggregates of bullet rosettes and homogeneous
spheroid approximations for intermediate density factors between
0.2< r < 0.5, as described in Mason et al. (2018).

trum. This can be shown using the dual-wavelength ratio on
a per-particle basis, which we call the dual-backscatter ratio
following Kneifel et al. (2016),

DBR1,2 =

(
f2

f1

)4 σf1(D)

σf2(D)
, (9)

in which the spectral features correspond to the onset of
non-Rayleigh scattering at the higher frequency (Kneifel
et al., 2016). DBR10,35 and DBR35,95 for fractal particles
(aggregates of bullet rosettes) and homogeneous spheroids
with r = 0 and AR = 0.6 are compared in Fig. 4a along-
side the volume-weighted particle size distributions for se-
lected PSDs (Fig. 4b), i.e. the exponential PSD (Marshall
and Palmer, 1948) and PSDs measured during the rimed
and unrimed snow regimes of the 21 February 2014 case
at Hyytiälä, Finland, which are considered in more detail
in Sect. 4. The unrimed snow regime fits a broader gamma
PSD (e.g. µ=−1), and the rimed snow fits a narrower PSD
(e.g. µ= 5). As radar measurements relate to PSD-weighted
integrals of the radar backscatter spectra via Eq. (6), the
triple-frequency signature is strongly influenced by the me-
dian volume diameter and shape parameters of the PSD,
with the PSD shape parameter modulating the relative in-
fluence of spectral features close to the median volume di-
ameter. DWR35–95 increases as the median volume diameter
approaches the onset of non-Rayleigh scattering at 95 GHz
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Figure 5. A schematic for the parameters affecting the triple-
frequency radar signature of a spectrum of ice particles. In addition
to the median volume diameter and density, the effects of the in-
ternal structure of aggregate particles and the PSD shape parameter
are illustrated (cf. Kneifel et al., 2015).

(around 3 mm), creating the initial horizontal part of the
triple-frequency radar signatures of both fractal particles and
homogeneous spheroids; correspondingly, at the onset of
non-Rayleigh scattering at 35 GHz (around 8 mm) there is
a shift to larger values of DWR10–35, hence a vertical uptick
in the triple-frequency diagram. For fractal particles (dashed
lines in Fig. 4a) there is a clear distinction between the parts
of the spectrum dominated by non-Rayleigh scattering at 95
and 35 GHz: the decrease in the DBR35–95 at median diam-
eters greater than around 6–8 mm results in the “bending-
back” part of the hook feature in the triple-frequency signa-
ture, which occurs at smaller median diameters for narrower
PSD shape parameters (Fig. 3a).

For homogeneous spheroids (solid lines in Fig. 4a) the
many narrow features of the backscatter cross section ratio
spectra are smoothed out when integrated across the PSD,
resulting in a flatter triple-frequency radar signature. This il-
lustrates how a narrower PSD will increase the weight given
to particles closest to the median volume diameter, exagger-
ating the effects of nearby features of the radar backscatter
spectra and deepening the hook feature characteristic of frac-
tal particles as PSD shape parameter increases. Conversely,
broader PSDs have the effect of smoothing over the spec-
tral features, producing an earlier onset of high values of
DWR10–35 and a shallower hook feature for fractal particles.

We may therefore add to the triple-frequency radar signa-
ture diagram proposed in Kneifel et al. (2015) to include the
effects of the PSD shape parameter and the internal structure
of aggregate snowflakes, in addition to the effects of parti-
cle density (Fig. 5). These reflect important insights into the
interpretation of triple-frequency radar signatures: it is possi-
ble that the observed range of measurements in Kneifel et al.
(2015) are attributable to the combined effects of increased
particle density due to riming, of a narrower or broader

PSD, and of variations in the internal structure of aggregate
snowflakes. It is not apparent to what degree these parameters
are independent of one another: Tiira et al. (2016) found only
a weak relation between the bulk density and PSD shape pa-
rameter estimated from PIP measurements at Hyytiälä. Each
of these effects represent an additional challenge when seek-
ing to retrieve the morphology of particles from the triple-
frequency radar measurements, a problem we will explore
further in the following sections.

4 Retrievals of density factor and the PSD shape
parameter: 21 February 2014 case study

Between 22:53 and 23:17 UTC on 21 February 2014 light
snowfall dominated by compact graupel gave way to mod-
erate snow characterized by larger unrimed aggregates (see
Sect. 3.5.1 of Kneifel et al., 2015, for a detailed discus-
sion of the meteorological context and in situ observations
of this case). Mason et al. (2018) exploited Doppler veloc-
ity during a longer time series of this event to constrain
CAPTIVATE retrievals of the density factor, using single-
and dual-frequency Doppler radar measurements. We divide
the 25 min case into rimed (22:53 to 23:03 UTC) and un-
rimed regimes (23:03 to 23:18 UTC) based on a combina-
tion of remotely sensed (Fig. 6) and in situ data. Kneifel
et al. (2015) showed that the onset of unrimed snow cor-
responded to the emergence of the distinct hook feature in
the triple-frequency signature. This corresponds to the large
values of both DWR35–95 and DWR10–35 (Fig. 6b and c)
near the surface during the unrimed snow regime, where
mean Doppler velocity is between 1 and 1.5 m s−1 (Fig. 6d).
In contrast, during the rimed regime very high values of
DWR35–95 > 10 dB around 3 km above ground level corre-
spond to a rapid increase in mean Doppler velocity up to
around 2 m s−1. We use this case study to consider the im-
portance of the density factor, particle structure and PSD
shape parameter to the triple-frequency signatures of the
two regimes (Sect. 4.1), and evaluate the capability to re-
solve changes in PSD shape parameter, as well as the density
and internal structure, from triple-frequency radar reflectivity
measurements (Sect. 4.2).

4.1 Triple-frequency radar signatures

In Sect. 3 we explored the influences of various factors on
the triple-frequency radar signature, but did not consider the
expected ranges of values for each of these parameters, nor
how they may co-vary. Here we use in situ and remotely
sensed measurements to explore the size distributions and
particle morphologies that best represent the observed triple-
frequency radar signatures.

As a check on the representation of particle properties
and radar scattering assumptions, we evaluate how faith-
fully our model particles can reproduce the triple-frequency
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Figure 6. Triple-frequency Doppler radar measurements from the 21 February 2014 case study at Hyytiälä, Finland: (a) 35 GHz radar
reflectivity, (b) 10–35 GHz dual-wavelength ratio, (c) 35–95 GHz dual-wavelength ratio and (d) 35 GHz mean Doppler velocity. Vertical
dashed lines mark the transition between the heavily rimed and large aggregate snowfall regimes; solid lines are contours of temperature
from ECMWF analysis.

Figure 7. Triple-frequency radar measurements below 2 km above ground level in the (a) rimed and (b) unrimed snow regimes of the
21 February 2014 case at Hyytiälä, Finland. Triple-frequency radar measurements are coloured by the corresponding mean Doppler velocity,
and frequency of occurrence is indicated with blue contours at the 10th, 50th and 90th percentiles. Overlaid are triple-frequency radar
signatures for (a) homogeneous spheroids and (b) fractal particles (aggregates of bullet rosettes; Table 1) with a range of values of PSD
shape parameters and density factors that encompass the most frequent triple-frequency radar measurements. Increments of median volume
diameter are labelled in millimetres.
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radar signatures measured under the rimed and unrimed
snow regimes. We vary the particle internal structure, den-
sity and PSD shape parameters based on in situ and remotely
sensed measurements to confirm that the forward model
is capable of resolving the triple-frequency radar measure-
ments. The triple-frequency radar measurements below 2 km
in the rimed snow regime are coloured by the average mean
Doppler velocity, and contours indicate the 10th, 50th and
90th percentiles of frequency of occurrence (Fig. 7a). The
rimed snow is characterized by a flat triple-frequency sig-
nature with DWR35–95 between 5 and 11 dB and DWR10–35
less than 2 dB, and mean Doppler velocities between 1.5 and
2 m s−1. The radar measurements are overlaid with triple-
frequency radar signatures for homogeneous spheroids with
a range of PSD shape parameters and density factors: the
rimed snow exhibits triple-frequency radar signatures, con-
sistent with homogeneous spheroids with a density factor of
r = 0.5 (as retrieved from mean Doppler velocity in Mason
et al., 2018) and a PSD shape parameter of µ= 5, as mea-
sured by PIP at the surface (Fig. 4b). A total of 90 % of the
triple-frequency radar measurements correspond to median
volume diameters between 1.5 and 3 mm, consistent with
PIP measurements (Kneifel et al., 2015, and shown later in
Fig. 10e.).

The unrimed snow regime (Fig. 7b) exhibits the hook fea-
ture characteristic of unrimed aggregates, with most mea-
surements of DWR35–95 between 5 and 10 dB and DWR10–35
up to around 10 dB. The most frequent triple-frequency radar
measurements are a good fit to aggregates of bullet rosettes
with a PSD shape parameter of µ=−1 (measured in situ)
and a density factor of r = 0. In contrast to the rimed snow,
this regime is dominated by lower mean Doppler velocities
between 1 and 1.5 m s−1, consistent with the low terminal
velocities of even large aggregate snowflakes; less than 10 %
of the triple-frequency radar measurements include values of
DWR35–95 greater than 10 dB and mean Doppler velocities
greater than 1.5 m s−1, suggesting a small amount of rimed
particles persisting after 23:03 UTC. The triple-frequency
radar measurements correspond to fractal particles with me-
dian volume diameters from 1.5 to 8 mm, but 90 % of the data
lies within the range expected for fractal particles with me-
dian diameters between 2 and 7 mm. This is consistent with
in situ PIP measurements at the surface (Fig. 10e).

Comparing our particle models against measured triple-
frequency radar measurements for a case study, it is evi-
dent that the rimed snow is represented well by a narrow
PSD comprised of dense graupel-like particles with a me-
dian volume diameter around 1 to 2 mm. The unrimed snow
corresponds to a broad distribution of large aggregates with
median volume diameters between 3 and 8 mm. The fit to
triple-frequency radar signatures requires a representation of
the PSD shape parameter, particle density and microphysical
structure, illustrating that it is necessary to include variability
in the PSD shape parameter to resolve the triple-frequency
radar signatures of snow.

4.2 Triple-frequency radar retrievals

In this section we perform CAPTIVATE retrievals of the
21 February case using triple-frequency and Doppler radar
measurements. Mason et al. (2018) used dual-frequency
radar reflectivities to constrain two parameters of the PSD,
while the density factor – and hence the particle structure
– were constrained by mean Doppler velocity at one fre-
quency. Following the studies of Leinonen et al. (2018b) and
Tridon et al. (2019), we are interested in whether the triple-
frequency radar measurements can be used to constrain a re-
trieval of particle density, or if – given the evidence presented
above – it will instead be necessary to vary the PSD shape
parameter in order to satisfy the triple-frequency constraint.

4.2.1 Retrievals assuming constant PSD shape
parameter

We first perform retrievals assimilating a variety of radar
measurements in order to compare their respective contri-
butions. The default retrieval combines radar reflectivity at
10, 35 and 95 GHz and mean Doppler velocity at 35 GHz
(Z10,35,95V35), which represents the full available measure-
ment vector. As explained in Sect. 2.2, 95 GHz Doppler ve-
locity measurements are affected by a mispointing; we there-
fore assimilate mean Doppler velocity from the 35 GHz radar
only and do not consider the contribution of multiple Doppler
velocity measurements to this retrieval. To test the capability
of retrieving particle density from triple-frequency radar re-
flectivity factors, we also make a retrieval which does not as-
similate Doppler velocity (i.e. Z10,35,95), and to test the con-
tribution of the third radar frequency, we test dual-frequency
retrievals (i.e. Z10,35V35 and Z35,95V35). Reducing the num-
ber of assimilated measurements may lead to a more chal-
lenging inverse retrieval problem, wherein either the mea-
surement vector provides insufficient constraint on an esti-
mate of the state vector, or the state space does not include a
solution that satisfies all of the measurements.

The quality of the retrieval is illustrated by comparing the
measurements against those forward-modelled from the re-
trieved state. We take representative profiles from each snow
regime: a profile characterized by rimed snow (23:00 UTC;
Fig. 8) and one dominated by large unrimed aggregates
(23:10 UTC; Fig. 9). The profiles of retrieved variables are
shown in the Supplement.

Comparing retrievals of the rimed profile with an ex-
ponential PSD (Fig. 8a–d), the triple-frequency retrievals
Z10,35,95V35 and Z10,35,95 do not satisfy all three profiles
of radar reflectivity simultaneously, with errors of 1 to 2 dB.
The dual-frequency radar retrievals Z35,95V35 and Z10,35V35
satisfy the assimilated radar frequencies but exhibit large er-
rors in the remaining frequency (e.g. up to 4 dB in forward-
modelled DWR10–35 for Z35,95V35). The profiles forward-
modelled by Z10,35,95V35 resemble a compromise between
the dual-frequency retrievals while satisfying neither: this is
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Figure 8. Profiles of observed and forward-modelled radar variables for retrievals of a selected profile during the rimed snow regime.
Retrievals assuming (a–d) an exponential PSD are compared against those with (e–h) a narrow PSD with µ= 5.

indicative of an over-constrained retrieval, in which the state
space does not permit a solution that satisfies all of the ob-
servational constraints. The retrievals assimilating Doppler
velocity have adequate constraints on the density factor to
represent the observed increase in mean Doppler velocity be-
low around 3 km above ground level. Z10,35,95 is similar to
Z10,35,95V35 in terms of radar reflectivity, but the observed
profile of mean Doppler velocity, including a rapid increase
to around 1.6 m s−1 below 2km above ground level, is not
resolved at all without assimilating mean Doppler velocity.

As shown in Sect. 4.1, the triple-frequency radar measure-
ments in the rimed regime are best explained by a narrow
PSD (µ > 5), as indicated by PIP measurements. We there-
fore repeat the CAPTIVATE retrievals with constant µ= 5
rather than µ= 0 (Fig. 8e–h). In this retrieval the forward-
modelled profiles of radar reflectivity are considerably bet-
ter constrained by the measurements:Z10,35,95V35 especially
is very close to all the observations. The exception is that
the retrieval does not match the 10 GHz reflectivity factor
above around 3 km; it is likely that the PSD shape param-
eter changes at this level, where the onset of riming is evi-
dent from increased mean Doppler velocities and layers of
supercooled liquid have been identified in the Doppler spec-
tra (Kalesse et al., 2016). The forward-modelled radar reflec-
tivity factors of the dual-frequency retrievals are also better-

constrained when a narrower PSD is assumed, indicating that
single- and dual-frequency radar retrievals are also affected
by the assumption of exponential PSDs. It is not evident
that triple-frequency radar measurements provide any sig-
nificant constraint on the density factor for Z10,35,95, as the
forward-modelled mean Doppler velocity of that retrieval is
unchanged.

Retrievals of the profile of unrimed snow (Fig. 9)
show similar results: when an exponential PSD is used,
Z10,35,95V35 exhibits errors of up to 2 dB in the profiles of
radar reflectivity. The retrieval is over-constrained, as the
state space does not allow for the triple-frequency radar sig-
nature of the large aggregates to be represented. A significant
difference between the profiles is that in the unrimed regime
retrievals that do not assimilate Doppler velocity are able to
represent the observed profile of mean Doppler velocity: this
is because the a priori density factor (r = 0) makes a reason-
able estimate of the terminal fall speed of unrimed aggregate
particles, provided that their size is constrained well by dual-
frequency radar measurements. However, above 1.5 km the
non-Doppler retrieval overestimates the mean Doppler ve-
locity by around 0.2 m s−1, while retrievals that assimilate
Doppler velocity estimate negative values of riming factor
(Fig. A2d), attributing weaker Doppler velocities above this
level to lower-density aggregate snowflakes. As was shown
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Figure 9. Profiles of observed and forward-modelled radar variables for retrievals of a selected profile during the unrimed snow regime.
Retrievals assuming (a–b) an exponential PSD are compared against those with (e–h) a broad PSD with µ=−2.

for the rimed regime, all the retrievals are better able to rep-
resent the triple-frequency radar measurements when a non-
exponential PSD is used: here, assuming a broader PSD (µ=
−2) results in consistently better-constrained retrievals at all
three radar frequencies. One exception is that the Z35,95V35
retrieval is profoundly unable to resolve the very high values
of DWR10–35 below about 1 km above ground level. Profiles
of retrieved variables (Fig. A2) show that this is due to a fail-
ure to resolve the very large aggregates in this part of the
profile, to which the DWR10–35 is most sensitive. This is a
result of the hook feature of the triple-frequency radar signa-
ture of aggregates, in which DWR35–95 is quickly saturated
around 7 to 10 dB. In this situation the third radar frequency
provides an important constraint on the size of large aggre-
gate snowflakes.

These results indicate that, at least as the retrieval is con-
figured here, triple-frequency radar measurements are in-
sufficient to constrain a retrieval of the density factor. This
is consistent with the results of Leinonen et al. (2018b),
wherein the retrieved prefactor of the particle mass–size re-
lation was relatively insensitive to the triple-frequency radar
measurements. However, assimilating mean Doppler veloc-
ity at one radar frequency provides an effective constraint on
the density and structure of snowflakes, as was shown in Ma-
son et al. (2018).

Secondly, we have shown that even when the density factor
and particle structure are retrieved, the retrieval can be over-
constrained due to the assumption of an exponential PSD.
Because the PSD shape parameter has a significant influence
on the triple-frequency radar signature (Sect. 3), it may not
be possible to retrieve a state vector that satisfies all three
radar frequencies unless the PSD shape parameter can also
be estimated, such as from in situ measurements.

4.2.2 Retrieval of the PSD shape parameter

We have shown that over-constrained retrievals in both the
rimed and unrimed profiles were improved by matching the
PSD shape parameter to concurrent PIP measurements at
the surface. In CAPTIVATE the PSD shape parameter is
assumed constant in each retrieval but can be configured
at runtime. At least for this case study, we have also con-
firmed that our models for aggregate snowflakes and ho-
mogeneous spheroids allow a good representation of triple-
frequency radar signatures in conjunction with density and
PSD shape parameter (Fig. 7). Since the mean Doppler ve-
locity is used to estimate the density factor and particle struc-
ture, it should be possible to minimize errors in the forward-
modelled triple-frequency radar measurements, in order to
estimate the PSD shape parameter. We carry out a pseudo-
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retrieval by running multiple Z10,35,95V35 retrievals in which
the PSD shape parameter takes integer values from µ=−2
toµ= 10. The retrieved value is that which minimizes the er-
ror in forward-modelled DWR35–95 and DWR10–35 between
400 and 600 m above ground level (Fig. 10a and b). The
forward-modelled DWRs for a range of PSD shape parame-
ters span up to 4 dB, with the range depending on the median
volume diameter. To reduce noise in the pseudo-retrieval the
minimization is carried out at a smoothed temporal resolu-
tion of 15 s. The estimated PSD shape parameter (Fig. 10c)
and the corresponding retrieved quantities (Fig. 10d–g) are
compared to PIP measurements at the surface.

The retrieved time series of the PSD shape parameter is
consistent with that measured by PIP, with the rimed regime
associated with narrow PSDs (3< µ< 10) before transition-
ing to broader PSDs (−2< µ< 0) in the unrimed regime.
Prior to around 23:00 UTC the retrieved PSD shape parame-
ter is especially noisy: high uncertainties reflect the increas-
ingly weak distinctions between forward-modelled DWRs
assuming different PSD shape parameters (Fig. 10a and b).
This is because, as observed in Figs. 3 and 4, the triple-
frequency radar signatures converge at median volume diam-
eters less than around 2 mm, where non-Rayleigh scattering
is weak at all frequencies. As a result, triple-frequency radar
signatures using 95, 35 and 10 GHz frequencies provide little
insight into ice or snow with median volume diameters be-
low 2 mm. It has been suggested that the inclusion of G-band
radars (e.g. 140 or 220 GHz) would provide additional in-
sights into smaller ice particles (Battaglia et al., 2014). Com-
parison of the retrieval to PSD shape parameters estimated
from PIP measurements is especially difficult when the PSD
has a median volume diameter below around 1 mm, where-
upon disdrometer truncation has a significant effect on es-
timates of the parameters of the PSD from the method of
moments (Moisseev and Chandrasekar, 2007).

The retrievals of snow rate, median volume diameter, num-
ber concentration and bulk density at 500 m are all reason-
ably well matched to in situ measurements at the surface,
given the differences in temporal resolution between the two
estimates. The median volume diameter is overestimated by
around 50 % in the period of heaviest unrimed snowfall,
while retrieved normalized number concentration is within
a factor of two of the PIP estimates. While retrieving the
PSD shape parameter enables a significant improvement in
the representation of triple-frequency radar measurements,
we note that it has little impact on the retrieved snow rate
or bulk density when compared to a retrieval that assumes an
exponential PSD. Compared to a retrieval assuming an ex-
ponential PSD, retrieving a broad PSD in the unrimed snow-
fall results in median volume diameters roughly 1 mm larger,
while normalized number concentrations are as much as a
factor of two lower in the rimed regime and up to a factor of
two greater towards the end of the unrimed regime.

5 The effect of aggregate internal structure: 16
February 2014 case study

In Sect. 3 we showed that the triple-frequency radar signature
of snow is sensitive to the density factor and internal structure
of snowflakes and also to the shape parameter of the PSD.
In Sect. 4, values of density factor corresponding to riming
were constrained by Doppler velocity measurements, while
the transition in particle structure between aggregates of bul-
let rosettes for unrimed snow and homogeneous spheroids
for graupel was parameterized by the density factor. This
allowed variations in the PSD shape parameter to be con-
strained from triple-frequency radar reflectivity factors. In
this section we consider a case in which the internal struc-
ture of unrimed snow varies due to the aggregation of differ-
ent monomer particles.

Between 00:00 and 01:00 UTC on 16 February 2014
(Fig. 11) a light snowfall between 0.5 and 1.5 m s−1 was
measured at Hyytiälä (see Sect. 3.3.1 of Kneifel et al., 2015,
for a more detailed discussion of the meteorology). Gener-
ating cells are evident in radar reflectivity and DWR above
around 4 km or −20 ◦C; below this level fall streaks indi-
cate that precipitating ice is subject to strong winds down to
around 2.5 km or −8 ◦C. Between −8 and −5 ◦C rapid in-
creases in radar reflectivity and DWR35–95 are evident; this
temperature range is conducive to rime splintering (Hallett
and Mossop, 1974) and to the growth of needles (Fig. 7
of Kneifel et al., 2015, shows that this temperature range
is supersaturated with respect to ice). Kneifel et al. (2015)
showed (their Fig. 10) that when the snowfall was dominated
by aggregates with very open structures, measured triple-
frequency radar signatures exhibited maximum DWR35–95
values of around 6 dB, which is significantly weaker than
expected for the triple-frequency radar signatures of most
aggregates but consistent with aggregates of large needles
(Fig. 3e in Leinonen and Moisseev, 2015, and Fig. 3 herein).
Sinclair et al. (2016) used the polarimetric signatures from a
nearby scanning radar and a clustering analysis on PIP ob-
servations to argue that the snow at the surface comprised
a mixture of graupel and small needles – the primary and
secondary ice the Hallett–Mossop process – and large ag-
gregates resulting from the rapid growth and aggregation of
needles near the surface.

We first explore how the particle models developed in
Sect. 3 can be used to account for the variability in
triple-frequency radar signatures in this challenging case
(Sect. 5.1), and we evaluate the effects of variations in
ice particle internal structure on CAPTIVATE retrievals
(Sect. 5.2).

5.1 Triple-frequency radar signatures

We separate the case into three snow regimes by com-
paring triple-frequency radar measurements with the signa-
tures forward-modelled for aggregates of needles, aggregates
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Figure 10. Measured and forward-modelled (a) DWR35–95 and (b) DWR10–35 at 500 m above ground level for CAPTIVATE retrievals
assuming a range of PSD types; (c) the retrieved PSD shape parameter compared against that estimated from in situ measurements at the
surface by PIP; and (d) snow rate, (e) median volume diameter, (f) normalized number concentration, and (g) bulk density comparing values
for the pseudo-retrieval against one in which exponential PSDs are assumed. Shaded regions represent the uncertainty in the retrieved values.
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Figure 11. Triple-frequency Doppler radar measurements from the 21 February 2014 case study at Hyytiälä, Finland: (a) 35 GHz radar
reflectivity, (b) 10–35 GHz dual-wavelength ratio, (c) 35–95 GHz dual-wavelength ratio and (d) 35 GHz mean Doppler velocity. Vertical
dashed lines mark the transition between the rimed and unrimed snowfall regimes; solid lines are contours of temperature from ECMWF
analysis.

of bullet rosettes and homogeneous spheroids. In forward-
modelling the triple-frequency radar signatures we must also
quantify the PSD shape parameter and density factor. PIP
measurements indicate a broader than exponential PSD (µ=
−1) throughout the case, likely influenced by snowfall com-
prised of distinct populations of large and small particles.
Mean Doppler velocities around 1.5 m s−1 near the surface
(Fig. 11d) indicate the radar measurements are dominated by
unrimed particles (r ≈ 0), except toward the end of the case
where mean Doppler velocities approach 2 m s−1, and more
graupel is observed.

Triple-frequency radar measurements during the first
regime (00:00 to 00:25 UTC; Fig. 12a) are most consistent
with aggregates of bullet rosettes. Median volume diameters
are up to 5 mm, with most between 1.5 and 3.5 mm; at the
surface, PIP measures D0 = 2.5 mm (Fig. 13e). Compared
to the first period, the second regime (00:25 to 00:50 UTC;
Fig. 12b) is characterized by lower maximum values of
DWR35–95 around 5 to 7 dB, more consistent with aggre-
gates of needles. The triple-frequency measurements suggest
median volume diameters up to 1 cm, with most between

3 and 4.5 mm, which is slightly higher than measured by
PIP. The spread of the measurements lateral to the forward-
modelled triple-frequency radar signatures may be indica-
tive of particles with a range of internal structures within
this regime, such as could result from aggregates of different
sized needles. Toward the end of the snowfall event (00:50
to 01:00 UTC; Fig. 12c) the flatter triple-frequency radar sig-
nature is consistent with small homogeneous spheroids with
median volume diameters less than 2 mm. Relatively large
density factors (r > 0.5) are required to match the dominant
flat triple-frequency signature for such small particles. Some
measurements with DWR10–35 > 3 dB are a reminder that
this regime includes a mixture of particle types, the triple-
frequency radar signatures of which are consistent with a
small amount of the aggregates of needles.

This indicates that the full range of triple-frequency radar
measurements cannot be covered by transitioning between
a single model for aggregate particles and homogeneous
spheroids. The distinct internal structure of some particles,
such as aggregates of needles, must also be represented.
While these regimes and corresponding particle models are
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identified based on the measured triple-frequency signatures,
we note that the snow falling throughout this event comprises
a mixture of these particle types (Sinclair et al., 2016). In the
particle imagery shown in Kneifel et al. (2015) the largest ag-
gregates of needles were sampled from 00:38 to 00:50 UTC,
but graupel was also observed. Prior to 00:25 UTC the parti-
cle imagery shows both graupel and needles inter-mixed with
large aggregates; finally, after 00:50 UTC, aggregates of nee-
dles are observed as well as graupel.

5.2 Triple-frequency radar retrievals

We will now evaluate the capabilities and limitations of
CAPTIVATE retrievals assuming a range of particle mod-
els. Unlike the 21 February case, PIP measurements indi-
cate a broad PSD (µ=−1) throughout this case; we there-
fore set µ=−1 for all retrievals, acknowledging that this
prior knowledge from in situ measurements is not always
available for remotely sensed estimates of snow. To consider
the importance of resolving different particle structures, we
carry out three retrievals, using each of the particle types
considered in Sect. 3: aggregates of needles, aggregates of
bullet rosettes and homogeneous spheroids. In order to ex-
pand the range of triple-frequency radar signatures repre-
sented, an additional distinction is made between aggregates
of “large” and “small” needles, where the latter corresponds
to the fit to aggregates of needles in Sect. 3 and the for-
mer takes a lower value of power law exponent (γ = 4/3 in-
stead of γ = 5/3); this is consistent with the relation of the
triple-frequency radar signature to larger needle monomers
observed by Leinonen and Moisseev (2015). Unlike in the
previous case, the hybrid approach transitioning between ag-
gregates of bullet rosettes at low density factors and homoge-
neous spheroids at high density factors is not used. As such,
we cannot expect any one retrieval to accurately represent the
entire case, and it may be that we are unable to adequately
resolve the features of snow known to comprise a mixture
of different particle types. Nevertheless, by comparing these
retrievals we hope to show how effectively variations in the
internal structure of ice particles may improve the fit to triple-
frequency radar measurements and also how sensitive the re-
trieved quantities are to different particle models.

The forward-modelled dual-frequency ratios (Fig. 13a
and b) show how well constrained each retrieval is by the ob-
served variables. PIP measurements of the PSD shape param-
eter and the constant assumption of µ=−1 are compared in
Fig. 13c, and Fig. 13d–g show the retrieved estimates and
PIP measurements of snow rate, median volume diameter,
normalized number concentration and bulk density.

The spread in forward-modelled DWRs are as much as
3 dB when the measured DWRs are large; however, when the
measured DWR is low (i.e. toward the lower-left part of the
triple-frequency radar signature diagram) the retrievals are
almost insensitive to the particle model. The maximum val-
ues of DWR35–95 (Fig. 13a) are indicative of the maximum

extent of the hook feature of the triple-frequency diagram:
accordingly, the aggregates of needles have the lowest max-
imum values, saturating around 6 or 7 dB. Conversely, the
lowest values of DWR10–35 (Fig. 13b) correspond to homo-
geneous spheroids while the greatest are for the aggregates
of needles. The retrieved snow rate is sensitive to particle
structure with differences of 0.5 to 1 mm h−1 between ag-
gregates of large needles and homogeneous spheroids, ex-
cept where the measured DWRs are lowest. The estimates
of median volume diameter and normalized number concen-
tration assuming homogeneous spheroids are closer to the
PIP measurements than the estimates assuming aggregate
snowflakes. However, when homogeneous spheroids are as-
sumed the bulk density is overestimated by around 100 %
with respect to PIP measurements.

While the triple-frequency radar signatures of the three
regimes were broadly represented by three different particle
types, the time series shows much more variability. In the
first regime (00:00–00:25 UTC), the triple-frequency radar
signature of which was a fit to aggregates of bullet rosettes,
DWR35–95 takes large values associated with graupel, while
DWR10–35 jumps between values consistent with graupel and
the larger ratios more characteristic of aggregates. These
fluctuations are likely due to the mixture of different parti-
cle types. The second regime (00:25–00:50 UTC) is a more
consistent fit to aggregates of needles: between 00:25 and
00:35 UTC the measurements correspond to aggregates of
small needles, while between 00:35 and 00:45 UTC – where
the lowest values of DWR35–95 ≈ 6 dB are observed – the
aggregates of larger needles offer a good fit to measure-
ments. While the aggregates of needles dominate the triple-
frequency radar signature, this regime is associated with the
greatest errors in retrieved snow rate, which is roughly half
that of the PIP retrieval, in conjunction with lower normal-
ized number concentrations and much larger median volume
diameters. It seems likely that, due to CAPTIVATE assuming
a single population of particles and being constrained by the
largest particles, the contribution of graupel to the snow rate
is being disregarded. Finally, after 00:50 UTC, DWR10–35
decreases to less than 3 dB, consistent with compact graupel-
like particles. The differences between retrievals are rela-
tively small in this regime: all tend to underestimate the snow
rate compared to PIP but correctly resolve the increase in
bulk density.

The range of forward-modelled DWRs for retrievals as-
suming particles with different internal structures are as
much as 3 dB. As observed in the triple-frequency radar sig-
natures, this is of a similar magnitude to the variations due
to uncertainties in the density and PSD shape. Unlike the
PSD shape parameter, uncertainty in particle structure results
in a spread in retrieved snow rates. This case includes both
rime splintering and rapid aggregation of secondary ice par-
ticles, leading to snowfall at the surface comprised of com-
pact graupel, needles and large aggregates of needles. Sec-
ondary ice poses a challenge for radar retrievals. The triple-
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Figure 12. Triple-frequency radar measurements from below 1 km above ground level during the 16 February case. The data are divided into
three regimes and overlaid by a range of particle models, as informed by PIP measurements. Throughout this case a PSD shape parameter of
µ=−1 was measured in situ. (a) The period 00:00–00:25 UTC is consistent with the triple-frequency radar signature of aggregates of bullet
rosettes (Table 1), (b) the period 00:25–00:50 UTC is consistent with aggregates of needles (Table 1) and (c) the period 00:50–01:00 UTC is
consistent with homogeneous spheroids. The triple-frequency radar measurements are coloured by the average mean Doppler velocity and
blue contours mark the 10th, 50th and 90th percentiles of the frequency of the data.

frequency radar signatures are dominated by the largest parti-
cles, which are slow-falling aggregates. Assuming this parti-
cle type within the retrieval neglects compact and fast-falling
graupel, leading to an underestimate of the snowfall at the
surface. Conversely, assuming homogeneous spheroids for
the retrieval results in a better fit to the snow rate, but the re-
trieval significantly overestimates bulk density and is poorly
constrained by the triple-frequency radar reflectivity factors.

6 Discussion and conclusions

It has been well established in theoretical and observational
studies that triple-frequency radar measurements of snow can
provide insights into the microphysical structure and density
of ice particles (Kneifel et al., 2011, 2015; Leinonen et al.,
2012; Stein et al., 2015). In the context of recent ground-
based (e.g. Petäjä et al., 2016) and airborne (e.g. Houze
et al., 2017) multiple-frequency radar measurements, large
databases of realistic ice particles from numerical simula-
tions and in situ measurements are being used to better un-
derstand the links between ice microphysics and multiple-
frequency radar scattering properties (Kneifel et al., 2018).
One important application of this research is to assimilate
triple-frequency radar measurements in retrievals that esti-
mate variations in ice particle properties, such as due to rim-
ing (Leinonen et al., 2018b; Tridon et al., 2019). A signifi-
cant challenge in developing this capability is to sufficiently
represent the parameters that influence the triple-frequency
radar signature in order to either estimate them within re-
trievals or to quantify their contributions to retrieval uncer-
tainties.

We began this study by using approximations of radar
backscatter cross section of ice particles to explore the pa-
rameters that most strongly affect their triple-frequency radar
signatures. The triple-frequency radar signature varies due to
both the density and homogeneity of ice particles, consis-

tent with the conceptual model of Kneifel et al. (2015). For
aggregate particles represented by the self-similar Rayleigh–
Gans approximation (SSRGA; Hogan et al., 2017), the mag-
nitude and scale-dependence of random fluctuations in in-
ternal structure are also important, as explored by Stein et al.
(2015) and Leinonen and Moisseev (2015). The SSRGA pro-
vides physically meaningful parameters by which both the
shape of the average particle and the small-scale fluctua-
tions in the structure represented by a power spectrum can
be tuned. To inform our interpretation, we fit SSRGA coeffi-
cients to simulated aggregates of a range of monomer types
and showed that aggregates of needles have a distinct triple-
frequency radar signature from aggregates of other particles
(see also Leinonen and Moisseev, 2015). Finally, while most
radar studies of snow assume exponential PSDs, we showed
that the PSD shape parameter has a similar effect on triple-
frequency radar measurements to that of particle density, by
modifying the relative importance of features in the radar
backscatter spectrum. Next, we used radar and in situ mea-
surements of snow to disentangle the multiple parameters af-
fecting observed triple-frequency radar signatures.

We evaluated our particle models against triple-frequency
radar measurements and particle properties from in situ ob-
servations of two snow events from the BAECC 2014 field
campaign at Hyytiälä, Finland (Kneifel et al., 2015). First
we applied information from particle imaging measurements
to select the particle model that best represents the triple-
frequency radar signature for each snow regime. In a case in-
cluding heavily rimed graupel and unrimed aggregates, the
triple-frequency radar signature of graupel was consistent
with homogeneous spheroids with a moderate density fac-
tor and a narrow PSD, while the large unrimed aggregates
were represented by aggregates of bullet rosettes with a broad
PSD. In a contrasting case including the production and rapid
aggregation of secondary ice particles due to rime splinter-
ing, triple-frequency signatures were indicative of a mixture
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Figure 13. Triple-frequency Doppler radar retrievals from the 16 February 2014 case during BAECC, assuming homogeneous spheroids,
aggregates of bullet rosettes, and aggregates of large and small needles. The forward-modelled 35–95 GHz (a) and 10–35 GHz (b) dual-
frequency ratios are compared against radar measurements. The assumed PSD shape parameter µ=−1 for all the retrievals reflects the
near-constant in situ measurements throughout the case (c). The retrieved snow rate (d), median volume diameter (e), normalized number
concentration (f) and bulk density (g) at 500 m above ground level are compared against PIP measurements at the surface.
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of unrimed aggregates of bullet rosettes, aggregates of nee-
dles and graupel. Based on in situ measurements during this
case, significant fluctuations in the triple-frequency radar sig-
nature can be confidently attributed to the internal structure
of the aggregates, rather than to changes in the PSD shape or
particle density.

Based on these insights, we sought to better understand
how the density and internal structure of particles and the
PSD shape parameter can be included or accounted for in
triple-frequency radar retrievals. We ran a range of CAPTI-
VATE (Mason et al., 2018) retrievals for each case and com-
pared remotely sensed estimates to PIP measurements at the
surface. In the case including graupel and unrimed aggre-
gates, we demonstrated that the assumption of an exponen-
tial PSD resulted in triple-frequency radar retrievals that were
over-constrained. Only when non-exponential PSDs were as-
sumed, informed by PIP measurements, was the retrieval able
to satisfy all three radar reflectivity factors. Further, we found
that while the mean Doppler velocity can be exploited to es-
timate both the density factor and the transition between ag-
gregate snowflakes and homogeneous graupel particles (as
in Mason et al., 2018), the density factor was not well con-
strained by triple-frequency radar reflectivity factors. This is
consistent with Leinonen et al. (2018b), who found the pref-
actor of the particle mass–size relation was insensitive to the
assimilation of a third radar frequency. However, the third
radar frequency proved essential to constraining the median
volume diameter of aggregate snowflakes. Due to the charac-
teristic hook feature of their triple-frequency radar signature,
DWR35–95 becomes saturated at values around 7 to 10 dB
and provides little information on the size of large aggre-
gates. Next we demonstrated a novel approach of using the
third radar reflectivity factor to estimate the PSD shape pa-
rameter. This pseudo-retrieval was made by minimizing er-
rors in DWRs from an ensemble of retrievals assuming a
range of PSD shape parameters, and the result compared well
with PIP measurements at the surface. Accounting for vari-
ations in the PSD shape parameter is necessary to assimi-
late triple-frequency radar reflectivity factors, and retrievals
of the PSD shape parameter may provide insights into micro-
physical processes in snow. In the case of heavy riming stud-
ied here, narrow PSDs were strongly correlated with riming
and broad PSDs with aggregation; while this is consistent
with some other observations (Garrett et al., 2015), we note
that Tiira et al. (2016) found only a weak relation between
bulk ice density and the PSD shape parameter measured
during BAECC, and we anticipate further research associ-
ating PSD shape with aggregation and riming processes in
snow. An important result, however, is that varying the PSD
shape parameter does not significantly change the retrieved
snow rate, justifying the common assumption of exponen-
tial PSDs for single- and dual-frequency radar retrievals (De-
lanoë et al., 2005). Nevertheless, the capability to remotely
sense changes in the PSD shape parameter alongside other

properties of snow may provide significant insights into pro-
cesses of aggregation and riming in snow.

Retrievals of the second case study focused on the im-
portance of the internal structure of aggregate snowflakes.
In this case the PSD shape parameter at the surface was
near-constant. While the presence of graupel was evident
in the particle imaging measurements and is necessary for
the rime splintering process, the triple-frequency radar sig-
natures were dominated by large aggregates. CAPTIVATE
retrievals of this case assumed a range of different parti-
cle structures from homogeneous spheroids to aggregates of
large needles. In the regime where the largest aggregates
of needles were observed at the surface, the retrieval as-
suming these particles was best able to represent the as-
similated triple-frequency radar measurements; however, this
corresponded to a significant underestimate of surface snow
rate. Conversely, assuming graupel-like particles resulted in
a weak fit to the assimilated measurements but a better repre-
sentation of surface snowfall. This illustrates the challenges
of secondary ice production to radar retrievals, wherein a
single particle population is typically assumed. Because the
radar measurements are dominated by the largest aggregates,
the contribution of dense, fast-falling graupel particles to the
snowfall is neglected in the retrieval. Unlike the PSD shape
parameter, variations in particle internal structure contribute
significant uncertainties in the retrieved snow rate; however,
we note that aggregates of most monomers appear to exhibit
broadly similar triple-frequency radar signatures, to which
aggregates of large needles are an exception. It is not clear
how frequently biases in radar retrievals due to these effects
may be expected to affect snowfall estimates; however, the
ranges of temperatures at which these occur are well under-
stood (e.g. Korolev et al., 2000; Heymsfield et al., 2013).

We have identified a number of parameters that affect the
triple-frequency radar signature of snow and should therefore
be considered within triple-frequency radar retrievals. Two
short case studies have been used to demonstrate contrasting
situations in which the effects of these parameters, as repre-
sented within models for the size distribution, morphology
and radar backscatter cross section of ice particles, can be
observed in radar measurements and affect radar retrievals of
snowfall. Particle density and the transition from aggregate
snowflakes to more homogeneous graupel particles, which
are interrelated in the riming process, have dominated the
conceptual model, explaining the triple-frequency radar sig-
nature (Kneifel et al., 2015), and were included in the re-
trieval of Mason et al. (2018). The PSD shape parameter has
usually been excluded from studies of the triple-frequency
radar signature by assuming an exponential PSD, an assump-
tion which is justified in radar retrievals in many situations by
the weak effect of the PSD shape parameter on the snow rate.
However, the influence of the PSD on the triple-frequency
radar signature is similar in magnitude and sense to that of
the density factor, and misinterpretation of triple-frequency
radar data may result if both parameters are not accounted
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for. In a recent study, Grecu et al. (2018) demonstrated re-
trievals from airborne triple-frequency radars informed by
PSDs measured in situ, rather than assuming parameterized
PSDs. Consistent with the present study, they found that in-
cluding variability in particle spectra resulted in greater am-
biguity between the triple-frequency radar signatures of dif-
ferent particle types than may be expected from studies as-
suming exponential PSDs for all particles (e.g. Kneifel et al.,
2011; Leinonen and Szyrmer, 2015). While the density factor
and the transition from aggregates to homogeneous spheroids
are represented, the PSD shape parameter and variations in
the internal structure of aggregate snowflakes are not cur-
rently implemented as state variables within CAPTIVATE.
Including such parameters in the radar forward model would
allow for information about their natural variability to be
propagated into the uncertainties of retrieved quantities. If
adequately constrained by radar and synergistic measure-
ments, some parameters such as the PSD shape parameter
may be retrieved. The challenges of quantifying both sec-
ondary ice and variations in the PSD may be best addressed
using Doppler spectra (e.g. Kneifel et al., 2016), and this
should be the subject of future work.

Two case studies from BAECC 2014 at Hyytiälä, Finland,
have been used to demonstrate the impact of particle size dis-
tribution and internal structure to triple-frequency radar mea-
surements, but further work is needed to establish the relative
importance of variations in these parameters to estimates of
global snowfall. The evaluation of triple-frequency Doppler
radar retrievals against in situ particle properties depends on
high-quality remotely sensed measurements supported by in
situ observations at the surface (Tiira et al., 2016; von Lerber
et al., 2017; Moisseev et al., 2017) in a location where winter-
time precipitation is frequently not affected by melting. The
significant challenges of co-locating and cross-calibrating
multiple radars and correcting for attenuation due to super-
cooled liquid water – any of which are potential biases and
uncertainties in the present retrieval – have been addressed
by Kneifel et al. (2015) and Dias Neto et al. (2019). The gen-
eral scarcity of such high-quality datasets and their impor-
tance for evaluating our models of ice particle morphology
and size distribution and for testing retrievals against in situ
measurements make the case for further and ongoing deploy-
ments of multiple-frequency Doppler radar instruments at a
range of ARM and Cloudnet field sites. Increasing the ge-
ographic diversity of ground-based snow studies, as well as
the quantity of measurements, will be critical to increasing
confidence in the use of models of ice particles and micro-
physical processes for global snowfall estimates.

In addition to developing the capability for more advanced
radar retrievals, insights into ice and mixed-phase micro-
physics from multiple-frequency and Doppler radar mea-
surements of snow should be focused on informing the ice
particle models used in other radar retrievals, and espe-
cially snowfall estimates from space-borne radars such as
the 94 GHz Doppler cloud profile radar aboard EarthCARE
(Illingworth et al., 2015). The present work contributes to
a more detailed understanding of the uncertainties of radar
retrievals due to variations in the properties of snow. In
planning for satellite missions beyond EarthCARE (National
Academies of Sciences Engineering and Medicine, 2018),
the benefits of dual-frequency radar as a constraint on the size
and number concentration of hydrometeors has been well es-
tablished; here, we have demonstrated that triple-frequency
radar measurements may be used to constrain additional
properties of the morphology and size distribution of snow
to provide insights into ice and mixed-phase cloud micro-
physics.

Data availability. AMF2 remotely sensed data from BAECC 2014
are available from the ARM data archive (https://www.arm.gov/
data, ARM, 2017, 2019a, b). PIP video disdrometer measure-
ments from Hyytiälä can be accessed at github (https://github.com/
dmoisseev/Snow-Retrievals-2014-2015, last access: 1 Septem-
ber 2018).
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Appendix A: Retrieved profiles

The profiles of retrieved variables corresponding to the re-
trievals described in Sect. 4.2 are Fig. A1 for the unrimed
regime and Fig. A2 for the rimed regime.

Figure A1. Profiles of retrieved variables for retrievals of a selected profile during the rimed snow regime. Retrievals assuming (a–d) an
exponential PSD are compared against those with (e–h) a narrow PSD with µ= 5.
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Figure A2. Profiles of retrieved variables for retrievals of a selected profile during the unrimed snow regime. Retrievals assuming (a–b) an
exponential PSD are compared against those with (e–h) a broad PSD with µ=−2.
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